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This is an easy read version of our Annual Report and Accounts 2016-17. 
Easy read is a way of making information easier to understand for people. 

In this report you can hover-over words that are underlined to find out what 
they mean. A yellow coloured text box will appear when you move your 
mouse over an underlined word.

You can find the full version of the report on our website  
www.cafcass.gov.uk.

Annual Report and Accounts 2016-17

http://cafcass.gov.uk/leaflets-resources/organisational-material/reports-and-strategies/annual-reports.aspx
www.cafcass.gov.uk


Introductions
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“I commend the way in which our  
staff have responded to ever greater  
pressure. Staff have drawn on support 
we make available, while keeping a  
firm focus on providing a quality  
service to every child and young  
person they work with.”

Baroness Tyler of Enfield, 
Chair of Cafcass Board.

Anthony Douglas CBE,  
Chief Executive of Cafcass.

“We assessed the needs of each  
child and sought to help each child to 
find the best person to live with, and 
who could meet their needs. We also 
sought to help each child keep in  
touch with the people who matter to 
them, and to go forward through the 
remainder of their childhood with  
greater confidence and with hope  
for the future.”

Who are we and what do we do?

We are Cafcass. Cafcass stands for Children 
and Family Court Advisory and Support Service.

We are a non-departmental public body which 
means we have a role in the government but we 
are not part of a government department. We 
are accountable to the Ministry of Justice.

We make sure children’s voices are heard in the 
family court and help the judge work out what’s 
best for them. 

in public law cases which include care and 
adoption cases. Here a Cafcass social worker 
is asked to work as a Children’s Guardian. Their 
job is to check the local authority’s plan and 
make sure it is the best possible for the child. 

in private law cases which include child  
arrangement cases after parents separate. In 
these cases a Cafcass social worker is asked to 
work as a Family Court Adviser. Their job is to 
help the court make a safe decision about 
arrangements for who the child lives with or 
spends time with

The family court may ask us to work with families in two main areas:
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We worked with 

children and young people

What we found out last year

Number of care applications Number of private law applications

There was an increase in both our private and public law work.

14,554

2015-16 2016-17

37,415

40,824

2015-16 2016-17

12,792

13.8% 9.1%
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This shows the number of children in new cases received in each service area.

Tyneside and Northumbria 

Cheshire, Staffordshire  
and Merseyside

2,466 &
    4,471

1,352 &
2,138

2,887 &
4,186

Durham, Teesside,  
North Yorkshire, York,  
Cumbria and Lancashire

1,475 & 3,057
West Yorkshire

1,915 & 3,448
Greater Manchester

1,161 &
4,040

Nottinghamshire  
and Derbyshire

Birmingham, the Black  
Country, Shropshire,  
Herefordshire and  
Worcestershire

2,095 &
4,633

Avon, Gloucestershire  
and Wiltshire

1,755 &
4,024

1,037 & 2,602

Cornwall,  
Devon and  
Somerset

National Business Centre,  
Coventry, Northamptonshire  
and Buckinghamshire
907 & 2,115

Hampshire and the  
Isle of Wight and Dorset

1,181 & 2,878

Surrey and Sussex

1,048 &
2,127

Kent

746 & 2,235

Essex, Suffolk,  
Norfolk,  
Hertfordshire  
and Bedfordshire

2,837 & 6,014

Leicestershire,  
Lincolnshire and  
Cambridgeshire

1,345 & 1,099

South Yorkshire and Humberside

1,622 &
2,665

6
4,055 & 7,161
Greater London

Public law

 
Private law



We managed the increase 
in our work by:

using new ideas to support our staff as their 
work increased

increasing our use of contracted social 
workers to provide a cost-effective,  
experienced and flexible workforce

Your needs, 
w

ishes and 
feelings

introducing time-saving technology, like the 
development of our mobile case  
management system, allowing staff to  
complete work when out and about

introducing more efficient processes, like 
making case details from our system  
auto-populate into our case plans, saving 
social workers time having to  
input this information themselves.

Our work in private law

We worked with 

children and young people

76% were under 10 years old

49% were female51% were male

On the next page we show a journey one of these children and  
their family may have taken in the family courts and with Cafcass  

over the last year.

Follow Cassie’s story...

60,5371

2

3

4
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Cassie’s mum and dad separated when she was 
four and her dad left home. 

Now Cassie’s dad is in a good place and wants to 
get to know her again. He tried to speak to  
Cassie’s mum but she got upset. He’s  
made a Child Arrangement Order  
application, asking the court to see her.

A Family Court Adviser, Mo, has been allocated 
the case. After listening to Cassie’s mum’s  
concerns; talking to her dad; and looking at  
information provided by the police and local  
authority, Mo advises the court that Cafcass  
does some more work.

Steve, another Family Court Adviser, has been 
asked to assess the concerns and find out  
Cassie’s wishes and feelings. He also talked to her 
mum and dad.

Steve recommended in his report (called a section 
7 report) that Cassie start seeing her dad in a 
space she felt comfortable. He also recommended 
that her dad go on a course to help him and  
Cassie’s mum communicate in the future. The 
judge agreed with Steve’s recommendation. 

Six months on, Cassie is now seeing her dad once 
a month – usually at McDonald’s!

Cassie’s mum and dad now have a good  
system in place for dealing with any  
unexpected changes on the days Cassie  
sees her dad.

1

2

3
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After receiving an application the court will ask Cafcass to
do some work, and write a safeguarding letter. We ask 
Cafcass’ Police National Computer Unit what  
information the police have about the case (called level 1), 
and request checks from the local authority. 

The court may ask Cafcass to carry out more work and
provide a section 7 report.

Family Court Advisers also have apps and resources to 
help children and young people express their views – for
example, using a smartphone to take a picture of a child’s 
drawing and inserting it into a court report.

There are clear processes in place for making 
sure the work and report is high quality and 
child-centred, and that everyone understands 
the reason behind the recommendation. 

Our process in cases  
like Cassie’s

We ensure that throughout a case we are focused on putting  
the child first. 

Safe Heard

B
et

ter represente
d

Enabled

Our performance in 
these areas

We received 40,824 private law applications.

We wrote 35,850 safeguarding letters.

We completed 91,584 level 1 police checks.

68% of cases closed after the safeguarding 
letter work.

32% of our cases carried on after the  
safeguarding letter work with a section 7 report.

 

Our cases are checked for their quality with our 
Quality Assurance and Impact Framework 

This means checking the child is:

74% of cases we checked showed that 
child-centred practice (meaning putting the  
child first) was a strength. The uniqueness  
of the child being well represented in our  

court reports was shown as a strength in 61% 
of cases.

Private law Key Performance Indicators 
 
1. Making sure cases have an allocated Family Court Adviser within timescales ordered by the courts

2. Making sure section 7 reports are completed with timescales ordered by the courts

Met with 
98.7%

Met with 
97.1%9



We helped parents work through 
private law cases by:

A team in Cafcass, the National Commissioning Team, arranges these programmes. They are delivered through third sector and private service providers.

delivering supervised and supported child contact 
intervention programmes to allow safe contact to 
happen

offering a Cafcass-funded DNA testing service 

running the Separated Parents Information  
Programme (SPIP). It helps parents focus on the  
children, handle emotions and improve  
communication

running Domestic Violence Perpetrator Programme 
(DVPP) and safe contact programmes. These  
programmes challenge harmful behaviours and  
support change

promoting the Cafcass Parenting Plan. This tool  
offers a good way to solve problems away from court, 
helping parents listen to their children’s views and 
make child-focused arrangements. 

20,433
parents attended  

a Separated  
Parents Information 

Programme

566
families involved  
with DVPP and  

support services  

73,577
Parenting Plans  

ordered or 
downloaded

231
DNA tests 

commissioned

1,624
contact services 

delivered

                     “This service has  
                  helped me reconnect  
                   with my children, something  
                      that seemed like such an  
                             impossibility at the time.” 
   Non-resident parent.

   “[It] made me  
  realise I need to think about what  
                      I say before I say it as it has more of an  
                                            effect than I thought.”  
                                                 SPIP participant.

   “Very informative  
       and does open your  
  eyes towards the feelings  
                     of others, children  
            especially.” SPIP  
               participant.

running our Supporting Separated Parents in 
Dispute (SSPID) helpline which allows parents to 
contact Cafcass before court to find out options to 
help agree child arrangements.

3,023
people contacted  

our SSPID helpline

                                “Thank you  
  for everything you have 
                    done, if it wasn’t for you I’d be 
                                  in hell, so thank you 
                                         very much.”   
                                              Compliment  
                                              boy aged eight.

      “Since my  
       case ended I  
         have felt better  
           and I feel more  
            in control of my  
            own life now.”  
              Compliment  
                 from girl  
                   aged 14.
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Our work in public law

We worked with 

children and young people

70% were under 10 years old

49% were female51% were male

Here we show a journey one of these children and  
their family may have taken in the family courts and 

with Cafcass over the last year. 

Follow Kofi’s story...

29,886

Kofi is three years old and lives with his mother 
Mary. Mary’s first three children were taken into 
care. Mary has periods of depression and does not 
stay on top of her medication. 

Kofi’s health worker is concerned that Mary is not 
meeting his needs – he is underweight and  
missing key milestones. Kofi’s grandmother is a 
stable figure but has a physical disability and  
cannot take care of him.

Kofi’s dad is in prison. He comes from a large  
family but he doesn’t talk to them and they don’t 
know about Kofi.

The local authority (LA) has made an application 
for Kofi to be looked after by foster carers and 
placed for adoption.

Kofi’s Children’s Guardian, Sue, has reviewed  
the work the LA has done about why Kofi should 
go into care. She tells the court that she agrees 
care looks like the right option, but wants to see if 
Kofi’s dad’s family may be able to care for him.

Sue meets with Kofi and his mum. Sue asks  
Cafcass’ in-house psychologist about issues within 
the case. She makes contact with Kofi’s dad’s 
family but it becomes clear that they cannot care 
for him.

Sue thinks about the whole case and what the 
best option is to keep Kofi safe. She  
recommends that the court supports the LA care 
plan for Kofi to be looked after by foster carers 
and placed for adoption. The court makes the final 
decision taking all of the information into account.

Throughout her work with Kofi, Sue keeps a clear 
record of what she has done and her assessment. 
This may be important for Kofi later on in his life, to 
understand why the court made its decision.

Our process and performance

Once the case starts, the court appoints a Children’s 
Guardian, who appoints a solicitor for the child. They 
carry out some work of the child’s needs ahead of the 
Case Management Hearing.

Our National Improvement Service (NIS) worked 
with the NSPCC to develop a new tool for our 
staff to help them in cases featuring neglect. 

We introduced 10 new tools to use in public law cases. 
We also have an in-house psychology service available 
to support our work.

The psychology service has been used in 163 cases. 
Evaluation showed that the service improved case work.

1

2

3

4

5

The guardian will usually meet with  
the child and carry out a final 
review of the LAs work. They will 
make their recommendation to the 
court on what they believe is in the 
child’s best interest.

Public law Key Performance Indicators 
 
1. Making sure cases have an allocated  
    Children’s Guardian within timescales  
    ordered by the courts

2. Measuring the time it takes to allocate 
    a Children’s Guardian to cases

Met with 
99.4%

Met with 
1.2 days
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We check the quality of our 
work by:

using our Quality Assurance and Impact  
Framework tool. This tool is used in Cafcass to 
make sure we produce consistently high quality 
work

1

2
continuing our programme of Area Quality  
Reviews, which is a way of measuring how well an 
area in Cafcass is working

running internal thematic audits. An audit is a  
review of our work to check we are providing the 
best possible service to children and their  
families. Thematic audits focus on checking  
different areas of practice.

3

We improved the quality of our 
work by:

Safe Heard

B
et

ter represente
d

Enabled

69% were shown to be ‘outstanding’ or ‘good’,
23% as ‘met’,
and 8% as ‘require improvement’. 

A team in Cafcass, the National Improvement Service, focuses on supporting quality  
improvement in our work to help us provide the best service to children and young people. 

asking children, parents, judges and social  
workers in a small number of private law cases 
about the quality of our service and its impact on 
the outcome of the case for the child

continuing to deliver workshops and 1:1  
sessions to improve the writing of our staff

continuing to expand the tools available to our 
staff - some of the new tools include:
· a pathway to help practitioners with cases  
  featuring domestic abuse 
· tools for direct work with children with  
  disabilities or additional needs
· a tool to assess a child’s level of risk of child 
  sexual exploitation.

1

2

3

4

Your needs, 
w

ishes and 
feelings

Settlement conferences, where a judge talks 
directly to the people involved in a case to see if 
an court order can be made without a court case. 
This year 146 conferences took place, and 70% 
made an agreement without a court case. This 
means 178 days of court time was saved

When checking cases we found
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We supported our staff to deliver 
quality work by:

Our staff

delivering diversity events in local areas led by  
our diversity champions

1

2

3

delivering new IT training via 316 webinars

Over 5,000    pieces of practice learning have  
been completed

offering continuous learning and development opportunities

74 off-the-shelf resource packages have been  
requested by teams

1,805 staff attended 191 face-to-face workshops

1,699The advice line for practitioners received               calls.

providing advice and training through the Cafcass’ Legal Team4

Cafcass Board members  
(0.57% of our workforce).
We have 11 Board members, 
who use their experience to help 
us work out our aims and  
objectives as an organisation

Corporate staff (4.79%  
of our workforce)

14

Operational staff (78.59% 
of our workforce)

Flexible staff (bank/ 
sessional) (3.19% of  
our workforce)

Agency staff (7.56% 
of our workforce)

Self-Employed Contractors 
(5.30% of our workforce)

You might also like to know...
We received 988 complaints.

This means we receive only three complaints for every 1,000 open cases.
We completed 97% of responses to these within our target of 15 working days.

We received 427 compliments (one compliment for every two complaints).
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How we helped and influenced work in the family justice sector

We were involved in a case 
which will lead to a change in 
legislation to allow single 
individuals to become a parent 
through surrogacy. 

May
June

Ofsted reported our practice 
leadership as an example of 
good practice for the sector. 
They particularly liked our use 
of technology to help bring staff  
together at work.

October

The Family Justice Young People’s Board 
organised and led their annual Voice of the Child 
conference. The focus was on communication 
with children and young people during cases. 

January

Our Director of Resources, Julie Brown, continues 
to work with technology industry leaders to  
access new and emerging thinking from  
outside the sector to provide ideas for innovative 
services and effective forecasting capabilities. 

We jointly hosted a ‘Care Crisis Seminar’  
with the Nuffield Foundation about the  
increasing volumes in care applications which 
shared research, analysis and practice insights. 

March

We launched our ‘myCourtroom app’, 
an interactive simulation, to help explain 
family court proceedings for both service 
users and social workers. 

February

Our Parenting Plan Meeting and  
discussions pilot ended in  
December. It offered support to 
parents before court to talk about 
issues and agree a twelve month 
plan for child arrangements. 

Parents who used the service were positive about it with 80% of feedback 
saying that they would recommend the service to someone else.

December
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How we spent our budget

Total = £114,695

Sustainability at Cafcass

79,633
69.4%

2,507
2.2%

7,420
6.5%

Staff costs
£000

SECs
£000

Agency staff 
£000

22,624
19.7%

Other 
operating 
charges

£000

406
0.4%

Depreciation 
and asset 

write downs
£000

2,105
1.8%

Partnership 
costs
£000

Cafcass is committed to sustainable practices which take into account our  
environmental, economic and social impact.

We have 5 Greening Government Commitment targets

1

2

3

4

Reduce our emissions: we continue to achieve lower  
greenhouse gas emissions, already exceeding our 2020 
target. We have done this by enforcing our flexible working 
policy and encouraging of staff to travel ‘sustainably smart’. 

Improve our waste management: we have substantially  
reduced our overall waste generated. We have done this  
by encouraging all offices to recycle, and any IT equipment 
that is no longer needed is disposed of ethically by donating 
it to schools or charities where possible.

Target 
met

Target 
met

Reduce our water use: our use of water has almost met the 
target, and has remained steady over the last three years.

On 
track

Buying ‘greener’ products and services: we are committed to meeting 
the Government Buying Standards (GBS). All our common goods and  
services are procured by the Crown Commercial Service.

5
Being transparent and open: we report our sustainability data to  
Ministry of Justice quarterly, and an annual return is completed at the 
end of each financial year.
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